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Copyright © 2021 American Cancer Society, Inc. All rights reserved. The American Cancer Society is a qualified 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization.   |   Terms of Use This profile is from the QRIS Compendium—a comprehensive resource for information about all of the QRIS operating in the U.S. and its Territories. It was
developed by a partnership of the BUILD Initiative, the Early Learning Challenge Collaborative, and Child Trends. There is nothing like the rush of stepping off a plane into an unknown country. It’s a little scary and a lot of fun but more than anything, it can be addicting. International travel by U.S. citizens reached a record
high in 2015 as more and more people are choosing to spend their money on experiences rather than stuff. In honor of this shift, we’re providing you with an inside look at some of the world’s top destinations. Our Travel Series provides you with a go-to guide of where to stay, what to eat, what to do, and any helpful
insider tips that will help make your trip that much better. Why you should go to Puerto Rico Coast of San Juan, Puerto Rico | Source: San Juan, Puerto Rico via Facebook When all you need is a beach vacation and Florida seems too close and Barbados too far and too expensive, pack your bags for Puerto Rico. The
island often gets overlooked for more exotic sounding destinations, but life on the U.S. territory is just as good, if not better than what you’ll find on similar tropical islands. For starters, Puerto Rico is close to the U.S. and riddled with inexpensive flights (some as low as $135). Once you’re there, you can sit back and kick it
or take advantage of the country’s surf, hiking, history, and snorkeling. Where to stay La Terraza De San Juan | Source: La Terraza De San Juan The capital of San Juan is as cosmopolitan as it gets. The city is full of restaurants and salsa dancing, but still has beaches and a historical district full of colorful Spanish
Colonial buildings. While in the capital, stay in Old San Juan, the historic heart of the city. La Terraza De San Juan is affordable yet enchanting with their large old-world rooms and rooftop terrace with views of the bay. If you’re looking for a beach and surf vacation with a party, ex-pat vibe head west to Rincón. The Villa
Cofresi Hotel gets you a beachside spot with a pool and restaurant. What to eat Mofongo with veggies | Source: Café Puerto Rico Don’t leave Puerto Rico without trying the country’s traditional dish of mofongo. Mofongo is a mash of fried green plantains, garlic, and chicharrones (deep-fried pork skin) stuffed with a
protein. A buttery, garlic, tomato Creole sauce is typically poured generously on top. In Old San Juan, try the Puerto Rican staple at El Jibarito or Café Puerto Rico on Plaza de Colón. Wherever your travels take you, keep an eye out for tostones. The Puerto Rican version of french fries are made from a plantain that is
sliced, smashed, and fried. Dip them in the lemony, garlicky sauce that often accompanies the chips and pair it with a Medalla Light. What to do Beaches in Puerto Rico | Source: See Puerto Rico You can get your fill of culture in San Juan and surf in Rincón, but for the best beaches make the trip to the tiny island of
Culebra. You can fly direct from San Juan ($105, return), but for a more adventurous route get a taxi or rent a car for the 90 minute drive from San Juan to Fajardo, the eastern port town that offers round-trip ferries to Culebra for $4.50. On the island rent a jeep or scooter so you can do more than spend the day at the
popular Flamenco Beach. Snorkel to you heart’s content, keep an eye out for turtles, and book a night tour that allows you to kayak through the bioluminescent organisms found in Culebra’s waters. On the to or from Fajardo, swing by El Yunque rainforest where you can spend the afternoon lounging by cool river
pools and hiking the parks’ trails. Insider tips You can use U.S. dollars in Puerto Rico, and like eating out at home, tipping 15 to 20% is considered standard. You can hop públicos, or public buses, but it will be much easier to rent a car or take taxis. The cost of a taxi from the San Juan airport to the port of Fajardo is
currently $80 for up to five passengers. Travel between mid-December and mid-April will be significantly more expensive. If you have a flexible schedule shoot for spring or fall, when the tourists are few but the weather is perfect. More from Health & Fitness Cheat Sheet: No trip to Puerto Rico is complete without enjoying
a heaped plate of juicy, tender, crispy-skinned lechón—the famous spit-roasted pig that is the island’s most iconic dish. In fact, lechón is so important to Puerto Rico that you'll find an entire highway dedicated to it, named (what else) La Ruta del Lechón—the Pork Highway. Here, we’re giving you the best spots to eat
lechón on the highway and elsewhere on the island. Buen provecho!El Rancho OriginalAs its name suggests, El Rancho is the island's OG lechónera and the first one to open on La Ruta. On any given day—but especially on weekends—El Rancho is packed with locals and visitors dancing salsa, drinking piña coladas
and feasting merrily around casual picnic-style tables. (Pro tip: skip the noisy indoor seating and make a beeline for the tranquil dining gazebo out back, by the stream). No matter where you park yourself, the lechón will knock you out—melt-in-your-mouth meat and skin as crisp and crunchy as a potato chip, with a
perfect layer of fat. The lechón here is so good, in fact, that it was featured by both Anthony Bourdain in No Reservations and Andrew Zimmern in Bizarre Foods. Not to be missed.www.elranchooriginalpr.comLos PinosA little further north on La Ruta, Los Pinos is a local favorite that's a little less rowdy than El Rancho, but
equally authentic and delicious. Come before noon and you can watch fresh-from-the-spit lechón being expertly taken apart with a machete, moments before it's heaped piping hot onto your plate—you can even request your favorite part. Los Pinos is also known for its delicious sides like morcilla (blood sausage), arroz
con guandules (rice with pigeon peas) and fried-to-perfection plantains. Wash it all down with an ice-cold Medalla (the best-selling beer on the island), then find someplace nice and leafy to nap.www.lechoneralospinoscayey.mybistro.onlineAngelito's PlaceLos Pinos is a 45 minute drive from Old San Juan, but you don't
need to drive that far to sink your teeth into some perfectly cooked lechón. Angelito's is conveniently located in Trujillo Alto, a shorter 20-minute drive. Don't let its cheesy cafeteria vibes fool you—this lechón is as legit as it gets. Angelito's sources its pigs from Ceiba in northeast Puerto Rico, rubs them down with the
freshest local ingredients and slow roasts them over charcoal—never gas!—to ensure maximum taste. The result? Exquisitely tender meat and skin so salty and smoky it will haunt your dreams. Make sure to save room for the pasteles: tamales made with green plantains and wrapped in banana leaves for a subtly sweet,
nutty flavor.www.lechoneraspr.com/trujillo-alto/angelitos-place.htmlLa EstaciónYes, the lechón at La Estación is made by a "gringo" (CIA-trained New York chef Kevin Roth), roasted in an old car fashioned into a spit, and served in an industrial-chic space you could envision hipsters eating overpriced avocado toast in.
But one bite of the outrageously succulent lechon renders all that meaningless. The meat is juicy, yes, but the skin is something else entirely: roasted on mango wood charcoal, it has a smoky sweetness and shatters delightfully when bitten into. Sadly, the lechón is not always on the menu—they currently only serve it on
holidays, special occasions and during private events—so it's best to call ahead. In any case, there are tons of tasty alternatives, from the smoked pork belly to the pulled pork-stuffed plantains (which, dare we say, are as delicious as the lechón itself).www.laestacionpr.comLos AmigosThe sides are especially generous
at Los Amigos, which is a good thing because they may be just as good as the lechón itself, especially the tangy, smoky-spicy morcilla (if you haven't ever had blood sausage, this is the place to try it) and the soul-satisfying mofongo (essentially, fried plantains mashed with salt, garlic and little bits of chicharrón). Added
bonus: there's a great little coffee shop next door, so you can drop in for a convenient (and necessary) pick-me-up before the drive home.www.lechoneralosamigos.com Five months after back-to-back hurricanes decimated Puerto Rico’s already-struggling infrastructure, the island’s governor, the MIT-educated Ricardo
Rosselló, told a crowd at a forum in New York this week that Puerto Rico is officially “Open for Business.”There is no doubt that Puerto Rico has a long, hard slog ahead of it. It was already drowning in debt. Now, as it is struggling to rebuild, hundreds of thousands of residents are leaving for the mainland, and the
bankrupt U.S. territory is still working on a fiscal plan. Despite the uphill battle, the attitude at this week’s forum, called “Pathway to the Future,” was optimistic, as attendees expressed their hopes that the private sector could help Puerto Rico rebuild.“Challenging times create enormous opportunities,” Rosselló said in his
keynote address. Those should be enticing words for entrepreneurs. If they’re not—or if you’re feeling particularly Gordon Gekko about it all—keep in mind the words of noted rich person Baron Rothschild: “The time to buy is when there’s blood in the streets.”Here are some (better) reasons to do business in Puerto Rico
right now: It just passed a “gold standard” public private partnership law to encourage investment. It is building a new energy grid from the ground up, which leaves lots of room for innovation. Puerto Rico has had four governments in 16 years, meaning “change” has seen a lot of change. The current government has
created structural reforms that separate economic development from government ensuring stability. Tax benefits: The newly-passed Act 20 provides a 4% income tax rate, 100% tax exemption on distributions from earnings and profits, and a 90% exemption from personal property taxes for certain types of businesses.
Act 22 provides 100% exemption from income taxes on all dividends, interest, and capital gains for residents. Puerto Rico’s forthcoming fiscal plan, which includes nearly $17 billion in federal funds from the U.S. government, projects a budget surplus in six years. Products manufactured in Puerto Rico get a “Made in the
USA” sticker Low costs: The average wage in Puerto Rico is $28,740 a year, compared to $49,630 a year in the mainland. Intellectual Property is protected by U.S. law Good neighbors: Companies like Microsoft, Lufthansa, Bacardi, and Medtronic have been working in Puerto Rico for a long time. Tesla and Google
came to help in the island’s recovery, and Tesla may be staying put. Puerto Rico is revamping laws to make it easier for the sharing economy to take hold and bring cash to the community. If you’re not looking to do business in Puerto Rico but still want to help, follow the advice of Manuel Laboy, secretary of the
Department of Economic Development and Commerce: “You want to help Puerto Rico? Go on vacation there.”
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